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The Australian Bushfires―

Relief, Belief & Beyond
Bill Anscombe
The images and the realities of the
Australian fires have been extensively
reported nationally and around the world
with headlines including ‘Australia on
fire’. The scale of the fires in Australia
is immense with (at the time of writing
5/1/2020) more than 6.3 million hectares
burned compared with an estimated
800,000 hectares in the Californian fires
and 900,000 hectares in the Amazon
fires. The Sydney Morning Herald, on
2 January 2020, reported that this season’s
bushfires had already contributed twothirds of Australia’s annual carbon dioxide
emissions. Images present walls of fire, the
destruction of homes and other buildings,
courageous volunteer and professional
firefighters protecting people and property
from massive blazes, the tragic loss of
human lives, and heart-breaking footage
of funerals of young firemen along with
their grieving young families. There are
reports of an estimated half a billion+
native/domestic animals killed, businesses
destroyed and communities burnt to the
ground.
At a micro and personal level the following
occurred in the space of two days:
1. The young previously unknown
woman sitting in a doctor’s surgery in
Wagga Wagga waiting for scripts having
been evacuated with her two children at
4.00am a day earlier and leaving behind
her husband to defend their home and
property. Now, she sits anxiously listening
through her phone to the Rural Fire Service
local channel and directions given to fire
crews on her road as they try to save her
house and her neighbours’ houses. The

not-knowing what might be happening is
really difficult as she desperately waits for
news of her husband, property and the life
she has known.
2. The previously unknown older woman,
evacuated from a rural town, at our
church and seeking the sacrament of the
Eucharist, living in a motel for now and
unsure whether she has a house and

The mission of the Anglican Church is the
mission of Christ and summed up in the
five Marks of Mission:
• to proclaim the Good News of the
Kingdom;
• to teach, baptise and nurture new
believers;
• to respond to human need by loving
service;
• to transform unjust structures of society,
to challenge violence of every kind and
pursue peace and reconciliation; and
• to strive to safeguard the integrity of
creation, and sustain and renew the life of
the earth.

Image courtesy of Austinmer RFS

community to which to return. And, she
hopes her church would survive—both
physically and communally.
3. A couple, former refugees, for whom
the eerie dark crimson light and the smell
of ash occasioned by the fires is traumatic
as it re-ignites the sights and smells of the
horror of war and their own helplessness
in the face of bombs and destruction, and
their need to seek shelter in home-made
underground bunkers and ultimately
refugee camps.
4. And a church at prayer.
At the macro and micro/personal level,
how do we make sense of all this?

These are not to be seen as sequential, nor
are they designed to exclude others who
may also have a very significant role in
(say) responding to human need by loving
service, safeguarding the integrity of
creation or challenging unjust structures.
Indeed, what the fires have shown is that
people of courage, conviction, passion and
energy have responded to human need in
loving service and have sought to safeguard
the integrity of creation and sustain the
life of the earth. Christian people have no
monopoly on doing good. Christian people
believe in a Creator God and a God who is
missional and who sent His Son to redeem
the whole world―but many others, who
do not share those beliefs, do share a
commitment to safeguarding the life of
the earth and do share a commitment to
relieving human needs and to challenging
unjust structures. We have seen an
outpouring of generosity―generosity
in offers of volunteer help; generosity in
giving financial assistance; generosity
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towards sick and injured wildlife (people
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area that are Music
sewing batLife blankets
and joey pouches, building possum boxes,
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raising funds for the Koala Hospital,
contributing to Facebook ‘GoFundMe’
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campaigns for injured animals); gifts of
hay and
free transportation;
freeLife
agistment
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of animals; free veterinary care; opening of
CHURCH
Life & Learning for
houses
to evacuees; Music
and free haircuts
firefighters and emergency workers―to
name but a few.
The fires do create opportunities/
requirements beyond generosity. For
those affected by fires and forced to
evacuate, there has been an opportunity/
requirement to do a rapid assessment
of what is important. If you have limited
space in your car and limited time to make
choices and decisions―what do you take
with you? Interestingly, for most people
that is family, animals and small but
significant tokens of life events (wedding
and family photos) and things useful for
starting again (bank cards, deeds etc). In an
age of acquisition and ‘affluence’ (see for
example see Clive Hamilton’s Affluenza),
the fires have forced some people to reevaluate what is really important to them
and what is simply, as one person told
me―‘stuff’. Life, relationships and hope
dominate the things that people take in a
forced-choice situation.

At the macro level, after the fires and the
emergency situation have finished, there
will be an opportunity/requirement that
Australia does some deep, honest, nonpolitical, far-reaching and well-informed
reflection on public policy concerning
our care for creation. The fires have
made a massive carbon contribution.
We will need to consider our policies
on native vegetation, land use, housing
permissions, building codes, carbon
emissions, water usage, fire awareness
and response, Indigenous fire practices,
resource allocation―to name but a few.
The devastating and lingering drought
and the current fire season should refocus
the best minds in Australia on our shared
future and how to chart a non-partisan way
forward that emphasises the importance of
people and creation. In these discussions,
Christians, along with others, should have
a significant role, as we are the people
of a God whom we believe created the
world and who has given human beings
a responsibility for the stewardship of the
earth. Care of God’s creation should be
part of our DNA and is one of our marks
of mission.

contribution. Suffice to say, there are a few
Christians in my acquaintance that see the
fires (and drought) as God’s judgement
upon the nation―a nation that has moved
away from the Christian origin and basis
of its early European settlers. A few see
the fires as destructive―but also as
having a purifying and regenerative effect.
Many others see the fires as yet another
manifestation of the way that sin has
afflicted the whole of creation―with the
earth as a whole suffering from the original
(and often on-going) sin of mankind and
‘groaning’ until the final day of redemption
when a new and perfect creation will be
ushered in and all sorrow and mourning
will be set aside.

The fires are challenging theologically―
but this is not the time or place to resolve
such issues nor do I have the authority
and knowledge to make a definitive

the streams of water have dried up

As we sit with people affected by the
horrendous fires, the words of the prophet
Joel (1:19-20) are apt:
To you, Lord, I call,
for fire has devoured the pastures in
the wilderness
and flames have burned up all the
trees of the field.
Even the wild animals pant for you;

and fire has devoured the pastures in
the wilderness.
But what we do know is that the prophet
and suffering nations received grace from
God; were promised ‘new wine’ and ‘olive
oil’ (2:19); had the promise of God’s Spirit
poured out (2:28); had the restoration of
fortunes (3:1); and blessing upon God’s
people (3:18).
Whatever we might say of the theological
challenges occasioned by the bushfires
(and a world view without God, in my
view, is far more challenging and difficult

Image courtesy of Austinmer RFS
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than a Christian view), the clear message
of the Bible is that God is with us through
difficult and tragic times. He has not
abandoned us. He is the God who left
heaven to dwell among sinful and fallen
people and identify with them, and do that
which we could not do for ourselves. He

February-March 2020

During the January services
at St James’, people were
invited to make a retiring
offering in support of those
suffering from the bushfires
in Northern and Southern
NSW.

is the God of new beginnings. He is the
God of compassion and comfort. He is the
God who loves the world so much that he
would give his only Son for the sake of the
world. He is the God of the Resurrection.
He is the God of hope and the God of our
future. As people committed to that God,
we need to be involved in all the marks of
mission, sensitively and at personal cost,
working, with all others of good will, for
restoration and new life―rebuilding lives
and our nation from among the ashes.

Image courtesy of Austinmer RFS

At the time of publication,
a total of $3,885.35 had
been donated.

Dr Bill Anscombe is an Adjunct Associate Professor at the Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture and an Adjunct Associate Professor
with the Charles Sturt University’s Institute of Land, Water and Society. A Social Worker by background, he lives and worships in Wagga
Wagga, is a member of the Bush Church Aid (BCA) Executive and a Board Member of Anglicare NSW South, NSW West and ACT.

TAKE Part IN Tony’s
$50,000 Water
Challenge!
Tony Naake has challenged himself to raise
$50,000 to support ABM’s Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene Project.
Many villages in Myanmar do not have access to clean
water due to contamination of rivers and existing wells
drying up during summer.

ABM aims to build two tube wells and provide piped
mountain water to a total of 774 people, and conduct
hygiene and sanitation awareness raising seminars.

Consequently, women and children can spend hours in the
hot weather every day walking long distances to collect
water for their village.

Please support Tony’s Water Challenge so that we can
ensure people in Myanmar gain access to clean drinking
water and learn about good hygiene and safe sanitation.

Tony recently visited Myanmar with the Anglican Board of
Mission, who currently have several development projects
there. He saw first hand the lack of access to clean
drinking water and the serious implications for people’s
health, such as water-borne disease.

The Integrated Water Sanitation and Hygiene Project is
tax-deductible.

To help Tony reach his goal please donate via this link: www.abmission.org/TonyNaake
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Back in the 1950s almost 50% of
Australia’s population attended church
regularly, now it is around 10% and falling.
In Sydney, on any Sunday, less than 1%
of the population is worshipping in an
Anglican Church, and this too is falling.
There are many reasons for this drop, not
least of which are the many sociological,
philosophical,
anthropological
and
theological changes that have occurred
in Australia and the wider world over this
time. It is complex, but what has become
clear is that the churches no longer hold as
significant a position in our society as they
once did and, following the exposure of
moral failures within church institutions,
no longer have control of their narratives
in the context of the wider community.
Religion is seen by many in Australia as a
dysfunctional aspect of our society, a cause
more of division, suffering and conflict
than unity and blessing. Exclusive and
peculiar claims to truth by one segment
of the church over and against other
segments have weakened the position
of the Christian faith in the eyes of those
outside looking in, and often increased the
bigotry and self-righteousness of those
inside looking out. In this way we display
our sin and brokenness to the wider world,
whilst claiming that it is our right so to do.
What has emerged more recently is an
amount of special pleading for religious
groups to be exempt from the expectations
and criticisms of the wider society, such
as anti-discrimination law. At its weakest,
it segues into a desire by religious
groups to be left alone so that adherents
can both believe what is understood to
be nonsense in the eyes of others, and
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be allowed to behave in ways that are
contrary to the ethos and expectations of
the community. Moreover, some religious
groups (and their leaders) are claiming to
be ‘persecuted’ by the wider society, with
the hope that legislation might be enacted
to protect what was previously accepted
as religious privilege.
The decline in worshippers also raises
the matter that while there are people
entering the church on one hand (and
many churches claim this is so) there
are also many leaving it on the other, as
the numbers do not grow. It begs the
question: who remains in a diminishing
institution? Can churches retain the
breadth of society within them reflecting
‘all sorts and conditions of men’ or is it
that only certain types of people remain;
perhaps those who have an unhealthy
disposition to the institution such as
psychological dependence, or a desire for
power, control and status, or who live in
fear of a changing world that is beyond
their control? Of course, such questions
are not only relevant to religious groups,
but also apply to many other institutions
and organisations such as political parties,
unions and fraternal societies.
As social commentator Hugh Mackay has
identified, while church attendance has
declined there has been a corresponding
increase in people describing themselves
as ‘spiritual but not religious’, as well as
an increase in exploration of ‘new age
spirituality’ and ‘new religions’. Where
the churches have failed other things have
filled the void. In the face of all of this, one
may well ask what is being gained through

The Rev’d Andrew Sempell
Image: Chris Shain

all the efforts of Christians to engage with
society and their encouragement of people
to become committed members of the
faith?
On the other hand, balancing this negativity
is a huge amount of life-giving fellowship
and good work done by religious welfare
agencies and local parishes, along with
individual Christians who have a true
concern for the well-being of others
regardless of who they are. There is
still much good being done by religious
groups and society benefits from it.
Likewise, there is meaningful worship and
educational activities that change people’s
lives and nurture God’s people. It is not all
bad news!
Clearly, many Christians are still motivated
to act in the name of Christ and his church.
This is to be, in the spirit of St Teresa of
Ávila, ‘Christ’s hands and feet in the
world today’―thereby demonstrating
the combined effects of both theology
and praxis through incarnation. Acting

February-March 2020
in the spirit of Christ and recognising
the spirit of Christ in others are ways of
focussing on the human condition that
are thoughtful, practical and spiritual.
Such behaviour emanates from our ‘being’
when it is connected with, what theologian
Paul Tillich described as, the ‘ground of all
being’―God.

Evangelism and the Work of
God’s People
Over the past sixty years, there have been
many activities aimed at bringing people
into the life of the church on the one hand,
and to address the loss of people from the
church on the other. Best known in our
context were the Billy Graham Crusades
held principally in the 1950s to 1970s.
Graham preached to convince his listeners
of the message of Jesus and to get them to
make a commitment. His impact was huge
at the time but eventually faded. Since
then churches have conducted numerous
programmes with an evangelistic
emphasis but with limited success;
including the Church Growth Movement,
the Decade for Evangelism, Cursillo,
Alpha, Fresh Expressions, Connect 09,
and so and so forth; but there has been no
overall improvement in church attendance.
The Greek word εὐαγγέλιον (euangélion)
simply means ‘good news’. To evangelise
is therefore the business of bringing good
news to another person, it not about
beating another in an argument or flogging
spiritual insurance! In the New Testament,
the word is used principally by the writer
of the Gospel of Luke and in the letters of
St Paul; but is implied elsewhere. Hence,
in the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus said to his
followers in the Great Commission:
Go therefore and make disciples of all
nations, baptising them in the name of
the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything that I have commanded
you.
The ministry of evangelism is therefore

present in both an explicit and implicit way
in the Scriptures, but what does it mean
for us today?
In modern times most evangelism has
been performed through the use of
programmes, rallies, meetings, preaching
and personal engagement, in which the
‘good news’ is presented through a series
of propositions about God and humanity.
As it was with Billy Graham, the idea is
to convince people of their need for God
and to get them to make some sort of
commitment. Graham’s process had a
goodly amount of emotional content, but
was also meant to be ‘reasonable’ through
the propositions presented. It was a topdown approach beginning with ‘here is
God’ => ‘here is human need’ => ‘this is
what God has done for you’ => and ‘this is
how you should respond’.
While that seems to be a simple process,
it is based upon a number of theological
presuppositions that lie behind the
narrative. This is where ideology enters
the picture. Although the process of
‘conversion’ might seem straightforward,
it is the bigger package that becomes a
problem. Experiencing the hospitality and
grace of God, knowing forgiveness and
acceptance, entering into the mystery of
God’s (and our) transcendence, and its
outworking in community are things that
are usually easily grasped, but they seem
to come unstuck by the demands of the
wider theological and ecclesiastical addons that often negate the goodness of
grace, acceptance, transcendence and
community for which one had hoped.
It is at this point the institutional church
becomes the problem.
What might be more meaningful is a
people-centred approach that is bottomup rather than top-down. In other words,
we begin with human relationships
through which we approach God, rather
than from adherence to ideas about God
and humanity and a didactic approach to
evangelism.

RecognisingWhoWe Are
People discover who they are through
relationships, beginning with their birth
and immediate family. In time, this
expands to include wider family and
friends, then a peer group at school, and
on into adulthood and a higher degree
of independence. For good or for ill, a
person’s identity and world-view are
formed through such interactions.
There is also the need to recognise that
human nature is ‘many and varied’. While
there are characteristics that are common
to humanity, including a desire for
meaning and purpose in life, these things
are worked out in different ways according
to our social-psychological make-up. In
other words, what will be meaningful for
one person may not be for another.
An aspect of the leadership training
programme, in which I was involved
at RMC Duntroon, was to help cadets
understand who they are, especially with
respect to their strengths, weaknesses
and motivations. It was acknowledged
that there is no one ideal or desirable way
of being a leader; what was important
was to understand ‘who you are’ and
‘what you bring’ to the task in hand. This
model recognised the need for diversity in
leadership and affirmed the many different
ways of exercising it. Likewise, it also
accepted that people relate to each other in
different ways―they learn, communicate,
and are affirmed in different ways―and
understand the world in different ways.
The model (based on the Relationship
Awareness Theory of Dr Elias Porter)
identified three basic ways of operating in
relationship to others, whilst recognising
that we are blends of all three. They are:
1. Altruistic: being responsive to the needs
and well-being of others while seeking
harmonious relationships;
2. Assertive: being concerned with the
accomplishment of tasks while seeking
innovation and change; and,
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other people. What was recognised is that
human self-understanding and behaviour
are diverse, and there is the need for
a multiplicity of ways to engage with
them. Things that motivate one person
are a turn-off for another; what provides
meaning for one person is inexplicable
for another; and what is rewarding for one
person is a curse for another. This is not a
moral issue of ‘rightness’ or ‘wrongness’,
it is a matter of difference. It is all common
sense unless you haven’t bothered to think
about it before, as was the case with many
of the cadets.

Recognising Diversity and
the Primacy of Relationships
This brings us back to the work of the people
of God. It is said that the church does not
relate well to the rest of the world because
of moral failure, social divisiveness,
arrogance, and the creation of cognitive
dissonance though unreasonableness.
Perhaps it is time to change? Rather than
understanding the human situation from
an ideological position (from above), it
may be helpful to see it as relational and
experiential (from below)—described as
an ‘incarnational’ model. In this respect,
it is worth noting that some people will
be motivated by an intellectual approach
to faith, others by good relationships and
hospitality, and others by a desire for
justice and an ability to change the world.
A holistic approach will allow all of these to
flourish together.
It is said that a weakness is a strength
that is overdone, hence self-confidence
can become arrogance, trust can become
gullibility, flexibility can be seen as wishy-
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washy, and so on. Whilst these things
are matters of perspective, nevertheless
no amount of self-confidence is going to
change the world if it is always perceived
by others as arrogance!
When seeking to relate the good news
to others it is vital that the message is
understood and received as intended. By
starting with individual human need and a
recognition of God’s presence in humanity
we may well find the capacity to relate the
Christian narrative more effectively and
broadly, rather than coming at it from a
position of correct doctrine and practice
encapsulated in propositions. In other
words, lead people to the mystery and an
encounter with God, let them contemplate
and respond to it, and only then employ
ideas if really necessary. In other words,
let it be a work of the Holy Spirit.
The Rev’d Andrew Sempell is Rector at
St James’ and is currently on Long
Service Leave.

COUNSELLING
AT ST JAMES’
St James’ Church offers a socially
inclusive and non-faith based
professional counselling service
as part of its outreach ministry to
the city.
Our professional counsellors/
psychotherapists/coaches are
available to assist individuals,
couples and family members
on a wide range of issues.
Appointment flexibility is offered
to accommodate work schedules.
The service is provided in rooms
in the lower level of St James’
Church, located in the heart of
the city.
To make an appointment, or for
further details,
please visit sjks.org.au or
telephone 8227 1300.

Here to help & support you every step of the way

100% Independently Australian Owned
& Operated Funeral Director
MEMBERS & FAMILY DISCOUNT
OUR SERVICES INCLUDE: RSL
...................................................
24 HOURS • 7 DAYS
• All Nationalities & Religions ...................................................
SERVICING
ALL
AREAS OF SYDNEY
• Chapel Services
• Celebrant Services
• White or Black Vehicles
WINNER AWARDS 2012
• Burials & Cremations
• Collectively Serving Your Community for over 100 Years
• Pre Paid Funeral Plans
• Burials at Sea & Scattering of Ashes

We understand your needs at this time - Call us today
ALL SUBURBS

9713 1555

Head Office: 160 Great North Rd Five Dock

EASTERN SUBURBS 9699

7877

Arrangements in The Comfort of Your Own Home or Our Funeral Home

CARING FUNERALS
PTY LTD
Incorporating
Adam James Lee
Funeral Services

Member of Rotary
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		 The Rev’d Dr Ed Loane

Brooke Shelley

Congratulations on your appointment
as the 12th Warden of St Paul’s College
within the University of Sydney. What
led you to undertake this role?
I was a student at St Paul’s myself and
benefitted greatly from learning in
community through my university years.
Since those days I have spent most of
my adult life in collegiate settings (Moore
College and King’s College, Cambridge).
At the beginning of 2017, I was asked to
consider becoming a Fellow of St Paul’s,
which I did, and when the position of
Warden became available in the middle
of last year, a number of people who
knew me well and knew the college well,
encouraged me to apply. After prayer and
discussion with my wife, I felt that this
would be a role where I could contribute
in an important way which is why I applied
for the position.
You were raised in Wollongong, and
studied Science as an Undergraduate at
the University of Sydney. Would you like
to share something about your origins?
Furthermore, what led you to study at
Moore Theological College after your
Science degree?
I grew up in Wollongong but as a teenager
became a boarder at The King’s School. I
think from about year 11 I felt called to
ordained ministry, but I studied science
(majoring in physics) because I enjoyed
it, especially how profoundly intricate and
complex the workings of the world are.
This confirmed for me the majesty of God
and my desire to study theology. This is
why I went to Moore College.

You have a PhD from Cambridge. What
was your area of research, what drew
you to study at Cambridge, and can
you share anything about your life as a
postgraduate student?
My research, which has since been
published, was about Archbishop William
Temple of Canterbury (d.1944) and his
work towards church unity (ecumenism).
The reasons I went to Cambridge include
that I received scholarships to Cambridge,
my father had been there, and it also has
excellent libraries and easy access to
the Lambeth Palace library which I used
regularly for my research. I thoroughly
enjoyed being involved in the life of King’s
College, including the chapel life of the
college which I played an active part in
because I was already ordained.
Do you know much about St James’ and
what we do here? Are there any aspects
of St James’ you’re particularly looking
forward to experiencing?
I have an interest in Australian church
history so, because St James’ has played
such a prominent part in that history, I
know it through that. I also know Andrew
Sempell well, as he is also a Fellow of
St Paul’s (and Rosemary is a distant
cousin of mine). I hope to get along to
some of the celebrations for St James’
bicentenary.
Are there any other churches that you
have been a member of over the years?
Have you always been an Anglican and
is there anything you’d like to share
about your own faith journey?
Our family attends Cammeray Anglican.

Image: supplied

I have always been an Anglican—I was
baptised at eight weeks old in the chapel
of Bishopscourt because my grandfather
was then Archbishop. I have been, at
various times, a member of Anglican
churches in Melbourne, Wollongong,
Sydney, Cambodia and England. I made
a personal commitment to Christ as my
lord and saviour when I was in year 7 and
have found the Anglican church of my
heritage to be a wonderful place for that
faith to be nurtured and grow.
Do you have any particular (or peculiar)
interests or hobbies, and can you tell us
about your family?
I am married to Joc and we have five
children. I enjoy reading history and
spending time with my family as well as
supporting the Essendon Bombers.
The Rev’d Dr Ed Loane is the Warden of
St Paul’s College within The University
of Sydney.
Brooke Shelley is Communications and
Media Manager at St James’.
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became engrossed in solving a large
jigsaw puzzle, with a thousand pieces. The
scene of the Sydney Harbour Bridge and
the Sydney Opera House was spread out
in our lounge room, and everyone who
passed it looked for ways to fit another
piece into the picture. Such projects can
become addictive, or maddening!
It reminded me of the story of one of the
great discoveries of a relic of Christianity
in early Britain, now to be seen in the
British Museum. It is an image of six early
Christians, probably priests, with hands
upraised in the traditional attitude of
prayer. They are about one third life-sized.
They wear long-sleeved tunics with beaded
sashes down the centre and across the
tunic. When I saw them I was immediately
reminded of the traditional chasuble
worn by a priest at the celebration of the
eucharist. They appear to date from the
third century after Christ.
We are able to view this remarkable
early Christian relic because of the
determination of a gifted archaeologist
who excavated Lullingstone Villa, a Roman
Villa in Kent. The wall painting of the six
priests was originally on the west wall of a
house church or chapel, in the Villa. When
the Villa fell into ruins in about the 4th
century as the last Romans left Britain, the
fragments of the wall painting collapsed
into a room underneath the chapel. There
the fragments rested for centuries until
after the Second World War.

CONNECTIONS

of them. He laid them out on a very
large trestle table. People viewed them,
shook their heads, and told him that
no one would ever reconstruct the wall
painting. However, though it took years, he
succeeded. Today, this vast jigsaw puzzle
is a treasure of the British Museum.
My wife and I spent many hours in the
Museum during a visit to Britain. The
Lullingstone Villa exhibits are a tribute to
Colonel Meates, who was a soldier of the
British Empire, and then an archaeologist
of the Roman Empire during his retirement.
He served two empires with distinction.
In the library of Kings College, London, the
diaries and letters of Meates are preserved.
If published, they would make fascinating
reading. Born in 1900 and trained in
the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich,
Meates sailed for India in 1921. There he
served in many capacities, including that
of a district magistrate, and he was a friend
of the Maharajah of Chattapour. But the
climax of his military career came when
Meates was involved in the retreat from
Dunkirk and went on to command the 7th
Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment at the siege
of Malta. He served with great distinction.

Eynsford
After Meates retired from the Army in
1945 he made his home near the pretty
little town of Eynsford in the Darent
Valley in Kent. There he began to follow
a second passion, that of archaeology,
and his discoveries greatly enrich our
understanding of the Roman Empire, and
especially of early Christianity in Roman
Britain.
One day my wife and I decided to take the
train to Eynsford and see Lullingstone Villa
for ourselves. We alighted from the train,
enjoyed a pub lunch in the village, and then
walked to Lullingstone. Alas, we found that
the site of the Villa was not open to visitors
because a new visiting centre was being
built. But the sheer beauty of this rich and
fertile district helped us to understand why
wealthy Romans and native Britons were
attracted to the place.
The Villa was built probably in about
AD 80, only 40 years after the Romans
conquered southern Britain. In about
AD 150 the building was considerably
enlarged. Colonel Meates made a
remarkable discovery in the cellar of

The Jigsaw Puzzle
Colonel Geoffrey Meates, a retired army
officer, excavated the rubble of the Villa
and carefully collected all the fragments
of the wall painting, about three thousand
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Mosaic in Lullingstone Villa
Image: Wikimedia Commons

Two Empires
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Lullingstone Villa
Image: Wikimedia Commons

two marble busts wearing semi-military
dress. These may possibly be those of
Pertinax, Roman governor of the province
of Britannia, and his father-in-law Publius
Helvius Successus. Some suggest that
Lullingstone may have been a country
retreat for the governor of the Roman
province.

Mosaics
When the Villa was enlarged, a heated bath
block with a hypocaust was installed. This
was an underfloor furnace that circulated
hot air to the various rooms. In the cold
of winter, the inhabitants were very
comfortable indeed. In the 4th century, the
dining room was equipped with a splendid
mosaic floor including an illustration
of Zeus, disguised as a bull, abducting
Europa, legendary daughter of King Minos.
She gave her name to the continent of
Europe.
The religious traditions surrounding
the Villa are fascinating. One room had
apparently long been used as a pagan
shrine. It appears that later the room
above the pagan shrine was converted
into a Christian chapel with the six praying
figures and the famous Chi-rho symbol,

the first letters of Christ’s name in Greek.
This chapel provides some of the earliest
evidence for the Christian faith in Britain.
But it is remarkable that the pagan shrine
underneath still seems to have been in
use. Maybe some members worshipped
the old gods while others followed Christ?
Lullingstone has one of the earliest places
of Christian worship ever discovered in
Britain. Early Christians gathered there
for worship, hearing the Gospels and
perhaps the letters of Paul, offering prayer
and sharing the eucharist, just as their
spiritual descendants do today. We do not
know when the Christian faith was first
established in Britain, but the martyrdom
of St Alban at Verulamium (now St Albans)
reminds us of the many persecutions
of Christians before the decree of the
Emperor Constantine extended toleration
to them in AD 313.

Three Bishops
The following year, there is a record of
three English bishops, from York, London
and Lincoln, travelling to the Council of
Arles. Possibly one of these bishops had
visited the little Christian community at
Lullingstone. A major hoard of Christian

silver plate came to light at Water Newton
in Cambridgeshire. A Roman villa at Hinton
St Mary in Dorset may have also been a
place of Christian worship. At that site was
found a mosaic with what appears to be a
head of Christ, youthful and clean shaven.
Several tanks used for baptisms and made
of lead stamped with Christian symbols
have also been discovered in various parts
of the countryside.
The end of Lullingstone is unclear.
Sometime early in the 5th century, about
the time the last Roman administration left
Britain, a fire destroyed the building and
it was abandoned. Traces of the mosaics
were uncovered from time to time, but it
was Colonel Meates who devoted the later
years of his life to excavating and recording
the treasures of Lullingstone.
I have researched to find a portrait of
Meates but the only photograph I have
shows him with trowel in hand, directing
operations by volunteer workers. He wrote
up his discoveries in a most systematic
way and was elected a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries in 1950. As far as I
know, he never married and died in 1985.
Of course, when the little Christian
community at Lullingstone faded out, it
was only the beginning of the Christian
story in that part of Britain. In about AD
597 Saint Augustine of Canterbury arrived
from Rome to begin a new mission for
Christ in southern Britain .
The famous lines from The Dying Patriot
by James Elroy Flecker refer particularly
to Saint Augustine’s mission, but the early
Christians at Lullingstone may be included
in them.

I saw them march from Dover, long ago
With a silver cross before them, singing low,
Monks of Rome from their home where the
blue seas break in foam,
Augustine with his feet of snow.
Robert Willson, a retired priest in the
Diocese of Canberra and Goulburn, has
been for thirty years a freelance writer
and reviewer for The Canberra Times.
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Christine Cheetham
On the morning of Saturday, 7 December
2019 (the feast day of St Ambrose), a
large number of people gathered in St
John’s Cathedral in Brisbane to witness the
priesting of Kate Ross. Kate was formerly
a parishioner at St James’ and Head
Server. She studied at Yale University in
New Haven, USA, where she obtained her
theological degree. She has been working
at the cathedral in Brisbane following her
ordination as a Deacon. Those present at
the priesting included close members of her
family, friends from St James’ and others
from the Cathedral’s regular congregation.

was in the sanctuary when Kate celebrated
her first communion the next morning.
It is pleasing to see St James’ continues its
role in the formation of new priests.
Chris Cheetham is Head Server at
St James’.
For further information about Kate, see the
following editions of Parish Connections:
•
•

February/March 2019
August/September 2019

Kate's chasuble was embroidered with
a cross and flower motif. She has been
appointed as a Priest on the Cathedral’s
staff with a responsibility for ministry to the
homeless.
Associate Rector at St James’, Fr John
Stewart was present at the ordination and

Top: Mthr Kate celebrating
her first Eucharist on Sunday
8 December
Middle: The Ordinands at
their presentation
Left: Fr John and Mthr Kate
after her Priestly Ordination
Right: Fr John and Kate
prior to her first celebration
of the Eucharist
Images: Fr John Stewart,
Christine Cheetham
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2020 Sharwood Lecture
in Church Law

The Third Sharwood Lecture in
Church Law will be delivered by
the Revd Dr Bruce Kaye AM

From Colonial Chaplaincy to
Responsible Governance. The Anglican
Church of Australia and Ecclesiology.

Bruce Kaye has taught at Durham
University and at the University of New
South Wales. He was the Master of
New College at the University of New
South Wales from 1983 to 1994. He
has served as General Secretary of
the Anglican Church of Australia (1994
– 2004) and was the founding Editor
of the Journal of Anglican Studies
and a member of the Inter Anglican
Theological and Doctrinal Commission
III. He has published extensively, in
particular in regard to Anglicanism.
He is currently an Adjunct Research
Professor in the Centre for Public and
Contextual Theology, Charles Sturt
University. He was made a Member of
the Order of Australia in 2005.

Church governance has not come easily for the
Anglican Church of Australia. First it was part of the
state government. Then it had constitutions that had
to provide some legal identity and secure tenure of its
property. It was not separate from the state. It just had
a different relationship with it. But it could not escape
Jesus’ foundational truth that his kingdom was not of
this world. That truth is especially threatened in our
generation, but in a curious way provides some clue to
being a church that manifests the character of Jesus’
kingdom.

Former General Secretary of the
Anglican Church of Australia

BOOKINGS

MELBOURNE

Wednesday 4 March 2020 at 7.30pm
followed by light refreshments
Trinity College, 100 Royal Parade, Parkville

Melbourne
trybooking.com/BHSVC
Sydney
trybooking.com/BHSVK

RSVP: Friday 28 February

*Tickets are free of charge, but
bookings are essential.

Wednesday 11 March at 7.15pm
preceded by Choral Evensong at 6.15pm
and followed by light refreshments
St James’ Church, King St, Sydney

ENQUIRIES

Matilda Sholly
events@trinity.unimelb.edu.au
03 9348 7527

SYDNEY

RSVP: Friday 4 March
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Megwenya Matthews
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The dates 1700, 1807 and 1993 are over

which was described by Robert as ‘the

rhythms and harmonies of these bells

100 years apart, a deliberate approach

most dissonant and expressive movement

which evolved into the Sanctus movement

by St James’ Director of Music, Warren

in the Mass’ but both those characteristics

and from there, spread out to create the

Trevelyan-Jones, to provide contrast in

were edged away, firstly by the ‘extrovert’

rest of the Mass―a fascinating and

the three orchestral masses performed at

Dona Nobis which concluded the Mass and

unusual creative path. Goodall’s Sanctus

St James’ in January . And as in previous

then by two beautiful, and very different,

begins with these bell-like sounds with an

years, the contrast was much in evidence,

Communion motets O magnum mysterium

almost hypnotic insistence, in contrast to

not just historical contrast but significant

by G. Gabrieli (1554/7-1612) and Seek

the Gloria―more of a fun movement, laced

differences in style and scoring.

Him that Maketh the Seven Stars for solo

with pizzicato strings and owing much to

soprano, choir and organ by contemporary

jazz and other percussive influences.

The first of these orchestral masses,
performed on 12 January this year was

composer Jonathan Dove (b.1998).

In 2020, music lovers across the world will

Missa Bruxellensis by Heinrich Ignaz

Almost all the congregation stayed for the

be celebrating the birthday of Beethoven

Franz Biber (1644-1704) perhaps written

splendid postlude played by St James’

250 years ago. Against the backdrop of the

to ‘mark the foundation of the order of

Interim Organ Scholar Stacey Xiaoyu

Napoleonic Wars, Beethoven succeeded

the Knights of St Rupert, an aristocratic

Yang: J. S. Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in D,

Joseph Haydn in writing a Mass to celebrate

military elite’. The title Missa Bruxellensis is

BWV 532.

the name-day of Prince Esterházy Nicholas

an indication of the importance of research
into these early works. The only surviving
copy was found by a musicologist in 1970
in the Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique in

The second Mass, Missa Aedis Christi,
written by Howard Goodall in 1993, and
performed on Sunday 19 January was

Belgium.

indeed very different, smaller in scale and

The Mass was gloriously festive, described

Waterhouse gave a fascinating pre-service

by Robert Forgács (who gave the preservice talk) as having ‘a fanfare-style’,
this being underlined by the scoring: four
baroque trumpets, two cornetti, three
sackbuts and timpani together with a
small band of strings including theorbo.
The singers were grouped into two
eight-part choirs each with four soloists.
A more average choir would find such
complexities of texture quite daunting,
but not at St James’. Both soloists and
choristers rippled through the melismatic
passages and sang with a bright and
festive tone. As Robert warned us in his

more intimate in style.

Christopher

talk, illustrated with slides and personal
reminiscences of his time at Oxford.
Goodall (b.1958) was a chorister and

II’s wife, Princess Marie Hermenegild,
née Leichenstein. Haydn wrote six such
masses but Beethoven wrote only one,
because the Prince didn’t like his Mass,
calling it ‘ridiculous and detestable’. This
is difficult to understand when we heard it
so superbly performed, with moments of
uplifting brilliance, reflective subtleties and
brass-loaded triumph.		

music scholar at Oxford and wrote this

Beethoven wrote his Mass in C in 1807 for

mass, modestly scored for double choir,

four soloists, SATB choir and orchestra.

string quintet and organ, for the choir of

Unlike his better known Mass, the

Christ Church Cathedral Oxford of whom

Missa Solemnis (1823), it is liturgically

he writes: ‘Christ Church trebles make a

manageable, as long as the choir and

distinctively robust sound’. Well, the same

orchestra are up to it. With the choir and

could be said about the whole choir at St

soloists from St James’ and a 24 piece

James’, so conductor Warren Trevelyan-

orchestra led by Fiona Ziegler (and yes,

Jones surely had no fears about being

they all fitted in!) such expectations were

faithful to the wishes of the composer.

safe. And we had two sopranos who had
to cover for the soprano soloist, who at the

talk, the only exception to this celebratory

However, the genesis of this Mass did

style was the Benedictus―a duet for

not begin with robust trebles―or with

two sopranos in the minor key―and an

the Kyrie―but with Goodall hearing the

exquisite and intimate exchange. Before

echoing sound of evening bells in a hilltop

But not only Beethoven was celebrated,

Communion we heard the Agnus Dei

village in southern France. He notated the

as Sunday 26 January 2020 was also

14

last minute was too sick to sing and if we’d
not been told, I doubt we’d have known.

February-March 2020

Image: Chris Shain (Images for Business)

Australia Day. The Order of Service had
a beautiful aboriginal painting by Safina
Stewart on the cover, we sang Advance
Australia Fair and the first hymn Lord of
earth and all creation, written by Australian
poet, academic and intelligence officer
Michael Rayner Thwaites (1915-2005)

search of melody lines and cadences.

Matching all this music fit for angels, the

I suspect one of the reasons for such
enthusiastic congregational singing was
the arrangements, and as most of these
are in-house, the depth of talent at St
James’, past and present, is impressive.

liturgy, booklets and preaching were of the
same high standard on each of the three
Sundays. Starting with The Rev’d John
Deane, Executive Director of the Anglican
Board of Missions, we next heard from
Associate Professor Michael Horsburgh
AM who had been in direct contact

was an inclusive, stirring and evocative

The

prayer for Australia. This excellent hymn

commitment of Warren Trevelyan-Jones,

definitely deserves wider exposure in our

as Head of Music, is easier for us all to

churches, even if sung to English tunes

see and appreciate than that of organist

(‘Regent Square’ or ‘Westminster Abbey’).

Alistair Nelson who, of necessity, is

With a familiar melody and a glittering

usually hidden away in the southern vestry

arrangement by former chorister Owen

where the organ console resides. Alistair

Elsley, the congregation responded with

is also an outstanding musician who not

gutsy enthusiasm. And congratulations to

only is an excellent organist but who gave

My recommendation is, don’t go away in

whomever chooses the hymns, because

us a stunning arrangement of the final

January and keep the last three Sundays

in the three weeks of orchestral masses

hymn ‘Cwm Rhonda’ at the final Mass

free so you can share the uplifting joy you

needing a total of twelve hymns, all but

(the lusty congregational response would

will surely find at St James King Street

one raised the roof! That one was Above

have rivalled the singing at any Welsh

Sydney.

the moon earth rises by the 20 century

football match). Alistair then conducted a

American theologian and hymn-writer

lovely postlude by Rheinberger for organ

Thomas Troeger (b.1945) and we sang it

and orchestra, ‘Con Moto’ from his organ

to a modal melody arranged by Vaughan

Concerto No.2 in G minor. The organ

Williams where, despite support from choir

soloist was Interim Organ Scholar Stacey

and orchestra, too many of us wandered in

Xiaoyu Yang who is clearly a great asset.

th

outstanding

musicianship

and

with Howard Goodall, composer of the
orchestral Mass sung that Sunday and who
shared some of those insights, and finally,
The Very Rev’d Dr Andreas Loewe, Dean
of St. Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne whose
sermon was based on Jesus’ Sermon on
the Mount.

Megwenya Matthews is an occasional
parishioner of St James’ and presents
‘Hosanna’ on Fine Music 102.5fm on
Sundays at 5:00pm
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The Literary Club has begun its second year rather well in spite of the absence
$m on holidays
of several members. In January a committee meeting, at which the Rector$mpresided, was
m
held in order to draw up a syllabus for the year 1920. It was,:l:\however, decided to arrange
for six months only.
m
m
At the first general meeting, February 10th, Maurice Maeterlinck’s, “Blue Bird,” was read
».v
and discussed by members, several scenes of the play being cut out,
$$Sand a synopsis of
their contents given by the Secretary in order to get through the otherwise rather long
play in an hour and a half. It was an enjoyable little evening, the humour of Maeterlinck,
seeming to have a knack of coming to the surface far more frequently than his symbolism.
•:•:•

:W;-

&#<•?

^>S.V.4C"f.".'5V.V

Victor

Colour was given to the reading by members in their clear rendering of parts and the
spirited little discussion at the close was most interesting.

Pianos

Although not Maeterlinck’s greatest play, the “Blue Bird” is certainly
known,
a rhis
e best m
a dbye
to
otir
own
design
reason of the good stage presentations. Old and young find it beautiful, the latter see a
and will stand
wonderful sympathetic fairy tale and the former, an allegorical,
symbolical
dramaworK
or an
years
of hard
any
climate.
admirable study of natural dream psychology. But there is in
a great
deal lost
on the stage
They
are
sold
that can only be obtained by careful reading, and for this reason we are glad that the “Blue
fully guaranteed.
Bird” found a place on the syllabus. The next meeting, March 9th, will be in the hands of
Call or write
Miss Fraser, who is taking for her subject the “Dream of Gerontius”
by Cardinal
Newman.
for free
Catalogue

showing

Nothing more
delightful could
be purchased
for your home.
It would give
endless pleasure to every
member of the
family.
Write and let
us send you full
particulars, or
call in and hear
them*
We
on

Easy

$?3

The Ladies’ Work Party.
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The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Work PartyKN was held in _
the Crypt
on Tuesday,
_^ _ v!Jan
.,„..,.,, M P i P ^ l r l S S ^ ^ W I ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^
*>.'••'
3 3 8 George St.
338 George St.
6 d ; 20—£1 6 s ; 21—£1 6 s ; 2 2 — £ 4 16s 6d •
20th, when the Rector was in the chair. Mrs. Cecil'""•—"•
Stephen
was
elected President.' ' •Mrs
'-•'•"•'•
• > * « • - • ' • • * - * - • " • • * • - - •••••'•-<:-'•'•••• -••• ••••-••-•
' ' ' ' • • 0 t i j £ ^ : 0 ^ ^
25-£3
17s 6 d ; 2 6 - £ 3 1 5 s ; 2 8 — 6 d ;
and at
SYDNEY
•ami at
SYDNEY
Mrs. Metcalfe,
Hon. Secretary;
and Mrs.
d ; 3 2 - £ Collis
£ 2 ; Herbert
3 4 — £ 5 Smith,
8 s ; 3Vice-Presidents;
5—£2
3 , S s ; and
3 3 - Mrs.
NEWCASTLE
a a d LISHORE.
NEWCASTLE tt LISMORE. 11
7 s ; 3 8 ~ £ i ,3s; 3 9 - £ i 4 10s; 40—173 6 d ;
Moseley,
Hon. Treasurer. It was decided to work for New Guinea Mission, Burwood Home,
• f
"•fi: •::.]

• W ' -

and A.B.M. Sale of Work. The Work Party resumed work on Tuesday, February 3rd. The
members are now mostly working in making dresses for New Guinea Mission. The Work
B . Addison; 7.15 p . m . E . B . Giles"
is held
in. ,the
every Tuesday, from 2.30 to 4.30 p.m., and will be glad to
. C. A l lParty
e n ; (7.15
p.m
B .Crypt
Addison.
. Addison;
7.15new
p . m .members.
, E . B . Giles
welcome
W-

. Addison;

7.15 p . m . , E . B . Giles.
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Women’s Auxiliary.

Sunday after Christmas ... 22 14 11
unday after E p i p h a n y . . . ... 23 17 2
'Phone
509 February
Win. Street
The monthly
the19Women’s
Auxiliary was
held on
3rd. About twenty
Sunday after
E p i p h a n ymeeting of
26
11
rsion of S t . P a u l ,
..,..24. 8 5
members
were
present.
Mrs.
Collis
and
Miss
Fraser
were
elected
Vice-Presidents.
A Study
agesima
. . . . J - 24 6 1 1
esima
. . . . . . . . . and
23
34
Circle was arranged
is now
proceeding under the leadership of Mrs. J. Jones. The
nquagesima . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 l t 5
y
JCihg?s Cross,^ Dariinghufst,
to make
SundayAuxiliary
i n Lentundertook
...
25 3ten
4 quilts for the missionary Hostel at Waverley. They were
...
, . members.
. _
PJumber, have
Gas-fitter,
Painter,
4 Leaflets
6 Q
distributed to
and Self-denial envelopes
been Drainer,
distributed
to all
.Paperhangjer, Locksmith. t

w.

,

women members of the congregation. The appeal is for the same purpose as last year,
Baptisms.
. K fairs" a S p e c i a l i t y . '

supplying
Arthur namely,
Westphal.
• a medical
el B a l d i n g , E d i t h Joan Julian.
oy Dobbyns.
harles16Stumm.
m e Dal ton.
ginald John Ibbott.

missionary for the A.B.M.

••

•
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Wr^atlis^ Crffies a
h. speciality.
Cut Flowers, also Natural Preserved.
Ferns in baskets. 'Phones : City 3 2 7 4 : Mascot 2 1 5

f -

Mrs. M. L. BENNETT
medical electrician and masseuse

Keen's Chambers,

12 Oxford Street,

Near College Street.

-

/
Tel., William Street, 814.
Klcctiolysis for the removal of superfluous
hair, moles, etc., etc.
Electric Light and Water Bath? for
Dry ITot AiV Treatment
v rheuinatism.
for Gout, Spiaius, Stiff Limbs; etc, Physical Culture, Massage, etc.

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY OF N.Z., LTD.
ESTABLISHED

1.873
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Girls’ Guild.
£. 3ame6' Churcb* s^nefe

THE MONTHLY CHURCH

*/

Clergy;]
The monthly Guild Service was held on
4th,
nineteen
being
Rev. February
P. A.
M.A., Rector,
8. James'members
Rectory, Phillip-st.
")
Teirpresent.
Rev. C. J.
L.Th., S. James' Rectory, Phillip-st.
) City- 2427.
Rev.
P.
A.
48
Car'ringion-st,.
Tel.
City
4714
v
After service the usual business meeting was held. It was proposed that a letter of
congratulations be written to Mrs Fairfax on having received a medal from the King and
^ •.- ;rv >.v- /'*' ^ : > '''••*'
Uiurcnwardens . - . , •,, ' \> : - t ^ ^ | K ; ^ ^ / \ \ > , <
, ' z •'
Queen of Belgium for her great worku- »\during
, . „ , ' , • "'?. V'«^^^-» : ^\^v . ^-,
. \ - " \ ^Y;V.'•'•.the
/;-•<! war.
'Mr.
w

»

For

MICKLRM,
COLLIS,
BYRNES,|T1I.L,,
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want of sleep

•>

< °l O a t , " -

J

BARTON A D D I S O N ) n

poor appetite

M v

Mr 8 n A I I K V
- i People's .Warde'h9; V # 5 f ^ ^ *.;^-v; , ^ ',: w
-: •: > -.\-.^\i\> : -> , -' >
' A .v/< V'W \'*~Z';U&?." Mr. E. -B. GILES, Rector'8
Rector's Warden. "
A V^.^;^*. r^v't^T^'? .'^r'!

Committee:orphan, and two quilts
We decided that during Lent we make clothes for ourChurch
Burwood
E. H.
W. R. F^LLowits-LuKis, H. 'FLKTCHKR-r,//.o\/^
! Messrs. N.
for A.B.M. Hostel.
Vf.
Run-Decanal
Representative:
'/

V' I-""? J. i--.^

;^'-,j

1^
*»

anaemia

'< '
r

BI^ACK,
BRADY,
W. G! KETT, A. H. MULLTNGS, H. SMITH, 3 E. A. WIGHT.

- *'\

\ .'• *

Vv'

MB. S. C.

nervous

v.

ALLKN.

;
Sunday, February 8, Corporate Communion; fourteen girlsOrganist
present.
Wednesday, February
Sidesmen:
^'
11th, a song evening was held, the Youths’
Guild being
invited.
About
forty were
present,
Messrs. A.
E. H.
T.
H. A.
N '
L:
M. F.
J.
HL
T. HA^KiNa'
and a very happy evening was spent, the prize being won by a member of the Youths’
Guild. Last Wednesday being Ash Wednesday, our members attended evensong.
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Middleton is the Archives Assistant at St James’
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and. Address, 3 p.m., Children's Service and Catechism. 7.15 pun" Evensong and Sermbn. 4.30 p.m., Mission Service in S. James' Hall
11 a^m., 2nd, 3rd^^ 4th and 5tb Sundays in the month, Mattins, Litany and
oermon.
iBt^nday-»n4;M 1 : <3T^ : f*^iy»li».--10.30am. Mattins and Litany, 11 a m
Choral Eucharist and Sermon.
•"
8, Mattins. 7.30 daily,
WEttK D A Y S — 7.30 a.m. daily, Holy Communion.
Evensong. We4nesday and Friday 1.30, Litany and Intercessions. ,
'
HOLY B A B T I S M A ^ D C H D R C ^ I N G S . — S u n d a y , 3.30 p.m., or. by arrangement. .
MARRIAGES AND FUNERALS.—By arrangement with the Saeristan or the Rector
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It is the one great nerve medicine
and is a s good for women a s for
men. All chemists seii it everywhere
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Joke Spot
As the storm raged, the captain
realised his ship was sinking fast.
He called out, “Anyone here
know how to pray?”
One man stepped forward. “Aye,
Captain, I know how to pray.”
“Good,” said the captain, “you
pray while the rest of us put
on our life jackets - we’re one
short.”

EDITORIAL POLICY

We aim to publish a wide range of views
and opinions in this magazine. Publication
should therefore not be read as St James’, the
Rector, Parish Council, staff or parishioners
necessarily endorsing or approving any
particular view or opinion.

S ervicing

the

F uneral i nduStry

This proudly Australian owned
family operated business offers
24 hour, 7 day service in
all suburbs.
In your hour of need Trevor Lee, Bernadette Lee
(Nee O’Hare), Darren Lee &

For over

50

yearS .

Yvette Sheppard offer you
personalised, attentive service at
this difficult time.
Pre-paid funerals available.
Phone for a free booklet on
‘What to do at the time of
Bereavement’.

Contact our team on:
9746 2949 • 0411 743 334
tleeandson@bigpond.com • trevorleeandson.com.au
115 Wellbank St, North Strathfield 2137
We have no affiliation with any other Funeral Director.
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Donation form for:
The St. James' Building and Property Foundation
ABN 90 665 163 627
The St. James' Music Foundation
ABN 81 868 929 941

Directors:
Christine Bishop LLB (Syd) FAICD
Graham Smith
Right Reverend Richard Hurford OAM, KStJ
Robert Cameron JP
Daniel Ferguson JP
Gregory West CA

Chairman
CEO

Name
Christine Bishop LLB (Syd) FAICD, Chairman

Phone

The current Board of Directors
invites you to support the
dynamic resource for St James'
by way of donation or bequest.

Mobile

The St James' Foundation Limited
ABN 94 087 665 192

The St James' Foundation Ltd is a company limited by guarantee and is
the trustee of two charitable trusts, the St James' Music Foundation
and the St James' Church Building and Property Foundation.
Christine Bishop LLB (Syd) FAICD (Chairman),
Graham Smith (CEO), Right Reverend Richard Hurford OAM KStJ,
Robert Cameron JP, Daniel Ferguson JP and Gregory West CA
are directors of the Foundation.

The St James' Music Foundation
ABN 81 868 929 941

The object of the Music Foundation is:
To provide financial and other assistance to enable the production
and performance of sacred and secular music with a particular focus on
choral and pipe organ music along with other expressions of the
creative and performing arts.
The Music Foundation allows two kinds of donations; those towards
the capital fund, which is invested to provide annual distributions to the
Parish. The second kind of donation can be to particular reserves, like the
organ restoration/rebuilding fund, scholarships, production of CDs or
other reserves that meet with the requirements of the Foundation and the
needs of the Parish. Donations to the Music Foundation are tax deductible.

The St James' Church Building and
Property Foundation
ABN 90 665 163 627

The object of the Building and Property Foundation is to provide
financial assistance to St James for the restoration, preservation,
maintenance, improvement, enhancement and upkeep of the Church
building, its fixtures, fittings and ornaments. The Building Foundation
is principally a capital fund, the income of which is distributed to the
parish. Donations to the Building Foundation are not tax deductible.
The two Foundations have provided well over two million dollars, in
distributions to the Parish of St James over the past 13 years.
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Address
•·····......................................... Postcode .....................
Email
Please accept my donation to the
Capital Fund of the Music Foundation

$ ...............................
Please accept my donation to the
Current Activities Fund of the
Music Foundation

$ ...............................

Please accept my donation to the
Organ Replacement & Restoration Fund
of the Music Foundation

$ ...............................

Please accept my donation to the
Capital Fund of the Building Foundation

$ ...............................

□
□

Please draw cheques to the
St James' Music Foundation or
The St James' Building Foundation and forward to:
The Treasurer, Unit 2702/5 York St, Sydney 2000
OR

Direct Bank Transfer (electronic payment) to:
WBC- BSB 032 007 / Acc. No.181314
OR

Please debit my:

Card No.
Exp. Date

□

............................

visa

/

D

Mastercard

............................

□

Signature .....................................................................................
Please send me information (to the above address) of how I
might include a bequest for The St. James' Music
Foundation or The St. James' Building Foundation in my will.
All donations to The St. James' Music Foundation
over $2.00 are tax deductible.

February-March 2020

St James’ Organ

Replacement & Restoration

Appeal

Striving for the second million!

Thanks to your generosity, the St James’ Organ Appeal has raised just over
$1.4 million in total pledges and donations.
A great effort!
Spread the word amongst your friends and keep up the momentum!
Pick up a donation form in the Baptistry or go to the Appeal website to donate
online.

Why support this appeal?

C ON N

TIONS

A pipe organ plays a significant part in the life of a church and in the wider
music community of the city. The new Dobson organ at St James’ will be the
third largest pipe organ in Sydney after the Sydney Opera House and Sydney
Town
E CHall.
T IONS
Its point of difference is that, apart from its use in regular church services, it will
also be available to international organists and music students for concerts and
recitals. In this way, generous donors can be assured they are making a difference
to both the cultural and spiritual life of Sydney.
Visit the Appeal website: stjamesfoundationorganappeal.com.au

The St James’ Music Foundation
ABN 81 868 929 941

i o n s

CONNECT IONS
NEXT EDITION

The next edition of St James’ Connections will be published on Friday 3 April 2020.
Deadlines (advertising and editorial): Monday 23 March.
Contact: 8227 1301 or brooke.shelley@sjks.org.au

NECTIONS

Connections

Connections
SUBSCRIPTIONS
CONNECTIONS

• Individual: $20
(6 issues per year; includes postage)
• Parish/Institution Bi-Monthly:
$50 (20 copies of one issue, includes postage)
• Parish/Institution Yearly:
$300 (20 copies of 6 issues, includes postage)

Due to increased postage and printing costs, we need to charge a fee to cover the cost of sending out copies of Parish
Connections.
To be put on the mailing list or to purchase a Parish Subscription, please call the office on 8227 1300
or email office@sjks.org.au

CONNECT IONS
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A Lent Study Series by Dr Katherine

Dietrich Bonhoeffer is one of the leading
theologians and martyrs of the twentieth
century. In 2020, it will be the 75th
anniversary of Bonhoeffer’s martyrdom
and the end of the Second World War.
Journeying with Bonhoeffer is designed
as a six-week Lent or Bible study guide
for small groups or individuals. The
book introduces Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s life
and setting. It then has six studies: each
chapter includes a reflection on a section
of Bonhoeffer’s 1937 book The Cost of
Discipleship in the context of a Gospel
reading, a newly translated poem or prayer
from Bonhoeffer’s time in Tegel Prison,
and some discussion questions.
The book ends with a meditation on the
way forward beyond this book, for those
who want to incorporate the challenge of
Bonhoeffer into their life, or to shape the
life of their faith community.
The book draws on German and English
sources, and draws clear parallels between
the challenges facing Bonhoeffer in Nazi
Germany, and Christians today in a time of
increasing extremism.
In this series of reflections, we will be
thinking about what it means to hear and
respond to Jesus’ call today. We will be
looking at the demands made by Jesus
on his followers—the things he tells us
to do that are life-giving and life-lasting,
and those things he tells us to give up
and leave behind as we journey with him.
We will be looking at how it is that Jesus
calls women, men and children today—
the ways in which we may come to know
that we have been noticed by him, and
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Journeying with
been invited to come and follow him.
And finally, we will be looking at what it
means to know Jesus’ call resonate in us
in such a profound way that we may say
that we belong to him so intimately as to
be members of his body. We will do this
by examining the good news of Jesus’
life, death and resurrection, as recorded
by St Luke, and by looking at the German
theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s The Cost
of Discipleship.
On 9 April 1945 Bonhoeffer was martyred
in a Nazi concentration camp; punishment
for his part in the conspiracies within
the highest levels of German military
intelligence to kill Adolf Hitler and
overthrow his regime. He died in the final
days of the Second World War. Just as
the evangelists’ story of Jesus can speak
to us today with great immediacy, so
Bonhoeffer’s reflections on what is means
to be a follower of Jesus can also speak
powerfully to us today as they did when he
first composed them in 1938, the last year
before the Second World War.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s The Cost of
Discipleship was written for a group of
Protestant students and clergy who, like
him, were opposed to the rule of fascism.
From the outset of Hitler’s coming to
power in 1933, Bonhoeffer had seen the
role of the church as leading a prophetic
opposition to injustice. It was not good
enough simply to take care of those who
had fallen foul of the regime. It was the
role of the church to stop the terror of
fascism altogether. The church must not
only ‘bandage the victims under the wheel,
but jam the spoke of the wheel altogether’,

Bonhoeffer believed. His Discipleship was
based on years of reflection and on a series
of lectures delivered at his underground
seminary in an abandoned school on an
estate in Finkenwalde. The book developed
his ideas about what discipleship meant
and what it would require of people who
followed Jesus.
In Lent 2019, the reflections were
presented as a series of popular Lenten
sermons at St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne,
and the translations and biography
were presented at a sold-out event at St
James’ Institute in Sydney. Many people
came to these presentations specifically
because Bonhoeffer had transformed
their lives, particularly older members
of the audiences. Younger people who
learned about Bonhoeffer for the first time
were inspired and excited to learn more.
This book is suitable for small groups or
individuals in both Protestant and Catholic
parishes to undertake a sustained study of
a hero of the faith.

February-March 2020

Bonhoeffer

Firth & TheVery Rev’d Dr Andreas Loewe
“A powerful and moving meditation on the life and works
of Bonhoeffer, and on the Holy Scriptures on which he
meditates, which shaped his life and his death.”
– The Rev’d Canon Dr Peter Adam OAM
“Bonhoeffer is a true hero of the faith and an inspiration to us all. I commend to you this book, to inspire
women and men in churches all around Australia and across the world to come together and study the
Bible and the theology of Bonhoeffer, and then to put it into practice in their own lives and witness.”
– The Most Rev’d Dr Philip Freier, Primate of the Anglican Church of Australia and
Archbishop of Melbourne
“The studies create a wonderful interplay between Bonhoeffer and
St Luke, drawing the reader into a profound and challenging sense
of what it means to follow Jesus. The language has both beauty and
simplicity, engaging the reader at every point.”
– Rev’d Canon Professor Dorothy A. Lee FAHA, Trinity
College, University of Divinity.

About the

Authors

The Very Rev’d Dr Andreas Loewe is Dean of St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, and an expert on Protestant German
History. He has previously published on Bach, Luther and the Reformation for
academic, church and public audiences.
Dr Katherine Firth is a Lecturer at La Trobe University. An expert on translation,
literature and music, she is also an award-winning poet and educator. She has
previously written on Bach, Luther and Second World War poetry for academic,
church and public audiences.
Both authors are fluent in German. They have previously worked together on a
number of similar projects about Martin Luther and J.S. Bach for academic and
general audiences.
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Christopher Waterhouse

We began the 2020 St James’ Institute
programme with a series of three Twenty
Minute Talks before each of the Orchestral
Masses. My thanks go to Robert Forgács
and Meg Matthews who joined me in
presenting these talks and also provided
the notes to accompany these services in
the weekly pew sheets.
On Saturday 25 January, we welcomed
Dr Katherine Firth and The Very Rev’d
Andreas Loewe to the St James’ Institute
to launch their new book, Journeying
With Bonhoeffer: Six Steps on the Path
of Discipleship. We were particularly
pleased to welcome Bishop Michael Stead,
who attended the launch on behalf of
Archbishop Glenn Davies. The St James’
Institute has played a significant role in the
development and subsequent publication
of this book, which began when we
invited Dr Firth to present a seminar called
Captivity and Freedom in the Writings of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer in 2019. Much of that
biographical material has been included in
this new book, along with reflections from
the Dean of Melbourne, The Very Rev’d
Andreas Loewe, drawn from a sermon
series given by him at St Paul’s Cathedral
in Melbourne. For further details on this
book please see the article on the previous
page.
We will be using Journeying With
Bonhoeffer as the focus of our Lent
Studies this year. There are four groups
meeting at various times and locations
across Sydney. Copies of the book are
available from the Parish Office for $20.
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The groups will meet for the six weeks of
Lent beginning in the week commencing
24 February:
•

Mondays, 10:00am to 12noon at
Clergy House in Chatswood with Sue
Mackenzie and Fr John Stewart

•

Tuesdays, 1:00pm to 2:00pm at St
James’ Hall with Fr Glenn Maytum

•

Wednesdays, 7:00pm to 8:30pm, at
Kareela with Fr Glenn Maytum

•

Wednesdays, 7:15pm to 8:30pm,
in St James’ Hall with Christopher
Waterhouse

On Wednesday 11 March, Trinity College
Melbourne in conjunction with the St
James’ Institute will present the annual
Robin Sharwood Lecture in Church
Law. This third Sharwood lecture will be
delivered by The Rev’d Dr Bruce Kaye AM,
former General Secretary of the Anglican
Church of Australia. Bruce Kaye has taught

Image: Nick Gilbert

at Durham University and at the University
of New South Wales. He was the Master of
New College at the University of New South
Wales from 1983 to 1994. He has served as
General Secretary of the Anglican Church
of Australia (1994–2004) and was the
founding Editor of the Journal of Anglican
Studies and a member of the Inter Anglican
Theological and Doctrinal Commission III.
He has published extensively, particularly
in regard to Anglicanism. He is currently
an Adjunct Research Professor in the
Centre for Public and Contextual Theology,
Charles Sturt University. He was made a
Member of the Order of Australia in 2005.
Dr Kaye has titled his lecture From Colonial
Chaplaincy to Responsible Governance:
The Anglican Church of Australia and
Ecclesiology. This topic is of particular
interest to us at St James’ as we mark the
200th anniversary of the construction of our
church building this year, and as we look
back on where we as a church have come
from and how that might inform where
we go from here. Church governance has
not come easily for the Anglican Church
of Australia. First it was part of the state
government, then it had constitutions
that had to provide some legal identity
and secure tenure of its property. It was
not separate from the state, it just had a
different relationship with it. But it could
not escape Jesus’ foundational truth
that his kingdom was not of this world.
That truth is especially threatened in our

February-March 2020
generation, but in a curious way provides
some clue to being a church that manifests
the character of Jesus’ kingdom.
The lecture will be held in St James’ Church
on Wednesday 11 March at 7:15pm,
preceded by our weekly service of Choral
Evensong sung by The Choir of St James’.
Evensong is at 6:15pm and all are welcome
to attend both the service and the lecture.

followed by lunch and then concludes at
the Reconciliation Church from 1:30pm to
3:00pm. Tickets are $40 (includes lunch),
free for SJI subscribers.

Light refreshments will follow. For catering
purposes please RSVP by 4 March at
trybooking.com/BHSVK or call 8227 1305.
On Saturday 14 March, Fr Glenn Maytum
has arranged a visit to La Perouse
(Guriwal) for a tour of Dharawal Country
and a visit to the Reconciliation Church
at La Perouse. We’ll be taken on a tour
of the coastal lands of the DharawalYuin nation and hear the stories of these
ancient people and their connection to
land and place. After lunch we’ll visit the
Reconciliation Church to learn the history
of that church and to see the Stations
of the Cross painted by award-winning
Aboriginal artist Richard Campbell. This
art series was commissioned for World
Youth Day in 2008. Places on this tour are
strictly limited so you are advised to book
early to avoid disappointment. The walking
tour is classified as ‘medium’ in bush
walking terminology; there are hills, soft
sand and some rocky paths to negotiate.
The day begins with the walk at 10:00am

we received about the topics covered in
this seminar and in particular a desire to
hear more about von Hügel’s teaching.
Tickets for this seminar are $30, free for
SJI subscribers. Bookings can be made
online at sjks.org.au/institute, by email to
registrations@sjks.org.au or by phone to
8227 1305.

Christopher Waterhouse is the Director
of the St James’ Institute.

On Sunday 29 March at 2:00pm the St
James’ Institute welcomes back Dr Robyn
Wrigley-Carr, Senior Lecturer in Theology
and Spirituality at Alphacrucis College.
Dr Wrigley-Carr’s latest book is The
Spiritual Formation of Evelyn Underhill and
considers the role played by Friedrich von
Hügel in Underhill’s spiritual life.
Friedrich von Hügel (1852-1925) was
a religious philosopher with a brilliant
intellect, receiving honorary doctorates
from the Universities of Oxford and St
Andrews. More significantly, however, he
possessed a deep spirituality, providing
wise spiritual nurture to many through his
letters of spiritual direction.
In this session, Robyn will outline some
key aspects of the Baron’s spiritual
guidance and unpack von Hügel’s Three
Elements of Religion—the main backdrop
for his soul care. Robyn will also discuss
the Baron’s spiritual direction of Evelyn
Underhill, as outlined in her forthcoming
book, The Spiritual Formation of Evelyn
Underhill (London: SPCK, March 2020).

Artwork by Richard Campbell.
Source: https://www.deadlyvibe.com.au/2013/04/
richard-campbells-unique-paintings/

This seminar is a follow-up to the 2019
seminar on Evelyn Underhill’s prayer book
and is in response to the positive feedback

ADVERTISING
Have you considered
advertising your
business in St James’
Connections?

Please phone 8227 1300
or email office@sjks.org.
au for advertising design
criteria, quotes and copy
deadlines.
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Finding guidance
during a difficult time
is comforting.

CONNECTIONS

Concert Series 2020
sjks.org.au/music

C aption C ompetition

This photo appeared in the December/January edition of
St James’ Connections. We received many submissions
and came to decide on the winning caption after much
deliberation.

That’s why
people turn to us

MFF

MAURER FAMILY FUNERALS
Maurer & Bracks

9413 1377
Offices at Chatswood & Balgowlah

www.maurerfunerals.com.au
office@maurerfunerals.com.au
Three generations of family values since 1941

Pondering the neighbour’s renovations...

Address – Level 1, 169–171 Phillip Street, Sydney, NSW 2000
Phone – 8227 1300 Web – www.sjks.org.au Email – office@sjks.org.au
ACTING RECTOR.......................................... The Reverend John Stewart............8227 1304 (ah 9410 3077)
ASSOCIATE PRIEST...................................... The Reverend Glenn Maytum.........8227 1300
DIRECTOR OF ST JAMES’ INSTITUTE.......... Christopher Waterhouse.................8227 1305
HEAD OF MUSIC........................................... Warren Trevelyan-Jones.................8227 1306
ORGANIST.................................................... Alistair Nelson................................8227 1308
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR............................. Dianne Ward...................................8227 1300
ACCOUNTANT............................................... Michelle Chan.................................8227 1302
COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA MANAGER..... Brooke Shelley................................8227 1301
PARISH CONNECTIONS EDITOR................... Brooke Shelley................................brooke.shelley@sjks.org.au
COUNSELLING @ ST JAMES’....................... Loretta King....................................8227 1300
PASTORAL CARE COORDINATOR................. Chris Cheetham..............................0407 017 377
FACILITIES MANAGER.................................. Tony Papadopoulos........................8227 1312
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Music Notes

For the first Advent and Christmas of St James’ Bicentenary,
each of the four Sundays of Advent and Christmas Day
contained a little time capsule from the early days of St James’.
This was in the form of metrical psalms taken from National
Psalmody, which was first published in 1819 and was the
first ‘hymnbook’ known to be used at St James’. It includes
four metrical psalms set for each Sunday of the church year,
to complement the Book of Common Prayer lectionary. Many
of the tunes are still in use today, although the 17th century
verse of Tate and Brady’s ‘New Version’ sounds a little dated
today. A distinguishing feature of the settings is the provision
of ‘symphonies’ or interludes between verses, all of which
were written by the editor Benjamin Jacobs. These metrical
psalms helped to add a little bicentennial overtone to services
in December.
In January, the Orchestral Mass season was one of the most
successful yet. The church was full for each of the varied
settings. The congregation responded warmly to the Baroque
splendour of Biber’s Missa Bruxellensis, the engaging rhythms
and harmonies of Goodall’s Missa Aedis Christi and the drama
of Beethoven’s Mass in C. And for those who would like to have
the sound of the Orchestral Masses at home all year round,
there are now CDs available of Herbert Howells’ An English
Mass, recorded live at St James’ last year. This exciting new
production comes with the added bonus of knowing that your
payment all goes towards fundraising for the new organ at
St James’. On the subject of the new instrument, planning
is moving forward at the moment, with many technical and
architectural discussions taking place between St James’ and
Dobsons.
At the final orchestral Mass, Head of Music Warren TrevelyanJones announced the new concert series: Visions. This series
takes inspiration from St James’ Bicentenary, celebrating the
vision of St James’ founders, and also our vision for the next
200 years. Visions will explore a variety of meanings of the title,
including visions of Mediaeval German Abbess Hildegard von
Bingen, ‘Visions of Home’ presented by the National Youth Choir
of Great Britain, ‘Visions of Past, Present & Future’, the classic
Christmas poem A Visit from St Nicholas, with the familiar

image of ‘Visions of Sugar Plums’, and inspired revisions of
musical works. The latter theme is explored in the first concert
‘ReVisions’ on the last Saturday of March. This concert with
The Choir of St James’ and BachBand@St James’ will include
works by Handel and Bach. Handel’s Funeral Anthem for Queen
Caroline is an example of a sublime work of which some of the
music is familiar from a better known later work (in this case,
Israel in Egypt). By contrast, Bach’s Mass in G major includes a
number of movements which reuse and transform music from
his cantatas.
The Bach Cantata Series will also continue in 2020, with the
first of four cantata services taking place on 16 February. This
will feature the cantata Gleichwie der Regen, which was an
early one for Bach. Its text, based on the parable of the sower,
was first written for Telemann a few years earlier. Bach’s more
elaborate setting is innovative in its scoring, which includes
no violins but four violas. John Elliot Gardiner suggests that
the darker sonority this brings may have been intended to
represent the ‘warm topsoil’ that seeds grow in.
In February, we will also be pleased to welcome Callum Knox
as the new Organ Scholar. Callum is about to begin a BMus in
organ performance at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music,
studying with Philip Swanton. He studied at St Andrew’s
Cathedral School, and was a Head Chorister, Choral Scholar
and Junior Organ Scholar at the Cathedral. In addition, we thank
Stacey Xiaoyu Yang for her impressive contribution as Interim
Organ Scholar over the past 2 months, and look forward to her
continued association with St James’.
Alistair Nelson is Organist at St James’.

An English Mass

is now available
from the Parish
Office or via our
website at
sjks.org.au/shop for
$25.
All proceeds go to
The St James’ Organ Replacement & Restoration Appeal
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FEB-MAR

The Choir of St James’ continues to offer inspiring choral music of the highest standards.
Here is its music list for the next two months.
WEDNESDAY 5 FEBRUARY

4:00pm – CHORAL EVENSONG

6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG

Responses: Leighton

Responses: Radcliffe

Canticles: Gray in A Minor

Canticles: Howells – Collegium Regale

Anthem: Balfour Gardiner – Evening Hymn

Anthem: Amner – Come, Let’s Rejoice!
ASH WEDNESDAY 26 FEBRUARY
SUNDAY 9 FEBRUARY

6:30pm – CHORAL EUCHARIST with Imposition of Ashes

11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

Mass setting: Byrd – Mass for Four Voices

Mass setting: Rheinberger – Missa Brevis in F

Psalm: Allegri – Miserere mei, Deus

Motet: Rheinberger – Frohlocket ihr Gerechten

Motet: Purcell – Hear my prayer

WEDNESDAY 12 FEBRUARY

SUNDAY 1 MARCH

6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG (Upper Voices)

11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

Responses: Plainsong

Mass setting: Lassus – Missa Deus in adjutorium

Canticles: Lassus arr. Nelson – Magnificat ‘quarti toni’

Motet: Purcell – Hear my prayer

Anthem: Reger – Befiehl dem Herrn dein Wege
WEDNESDAY 4 MARCH
SUNDAY 16 FEBRUARY

6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG

11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

Responses: Byrd

Mass setting: Victoria – Missa Alma Redemptoris Mater

Canticles: Tomkins – Fifth Service

Motet: Guerrero – O sacrum convivium

Anthem: Farrant – Call to remembrance

4:00pm – CANTATA SERVICE

SUNDAY 8 MARCH

Cantata: Bach – Gleichwie der Regen und Schnee vom Himmel fällt

11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

(BWV 18)

Mass setting: Magalhães – Missa O soberana lux
Motet: Shelley – God so loved the world

WEDNESDAY 19 FEBRUARY
6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG (Lower Voices)

WEDNESDAY 11 MARCH

Responses: Leighton Jones

6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG

Canticles: Wood in E

Responses: Leighton

Anthem: Wood – Great Lord of Lords

Canticles: Watson in E
Anthem: Shelley – God so loved the world

SUNDAY 23 FEBRUARY
11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

SUNDAY 15 MARCH

Mass setting: Darke – Communion Service in F

11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST

Motet: Guerrero – Gloria et honore

Mass setting: Walton – Missa Brevis
Motet: Panufnik – Deus, Deus meus
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February-March 2020
WEDNESDAY 18 MARCH
6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG (Upper Voices)
Responses: Shephard
Canticles: Moore – Canterbury Service
Anthem: Hurford – Litany to the Holy Spirit

SATURDAY 28 MARCH
5:00pm – CONCERT: ReVisions

SUNDAY 22 MARCH
11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST
Mass setting: de Boluda – Missa ‘Ut re mi fa sol la’
Motet: Lobo – O quam suavis est
WEDNESDAY 25 MARCH
6:15pm – CHORAL EVENSONG (Lower Voices)
Responses: Tallis
Canticles: Tallis – Short Service
Anthem: Handl – Ave Maria

SUNDAY 29 MARCH
11:00am – CHORAL EUCHARIST
Mass setting: Shelley – Missa Aenigmata
Motet: Bruckner – Christus factus est
4:00pm – CHORAL EVENSONG
Responses: Rose
Canticles: Howells – Gloucester Service
Anthem: Elgar – Lux aeterna

Lunchtime Concerts
Experience the peaceful atmosphere of Sydney’s oldest church as it is filled with music every Wednesday
lunchtime between 1:15pm and 1:45pm. A suggested donation of $5 helps us to cover the cost of putting
on the concerts. Concertgoers can present their programmes at Jardin St James’ to receive a 15%
discount between 1:45pm and 3:30pm.
5 FEBRUARY

4 MARCH

HEATHER LLOYD – VIOLA

CLAIRE BURRELL-MCDONALD – SOPRANO

12 FEBRUARY

11 MARCH

NSW POLICE BAND

CELESTE SHIRCORE BARKER – PIANO

19 FEBRUARY

18 MARCH

STACEY YANG – ORGAN

NSW POLICE BAND

26 FEBRUARY

25 MARCH

NOTOS WIND QUINTET

THE SCHOLARS OF ST MARY’S

Bach Cantata Series

Music at St James’ presents a series of
Cantatas performed in a liturgical setting

BWV 18
Free Admission

For as the rain cometh down
Gleichwie der Regen und Schnee von Himmel fällt
4:00pm, Sunday 16 February

St James’ Church, King Street, Sydney
The Choir of St James’ with BachBand@St James’
Directed by Warren Trevelyan-Jones
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Lent Studies

Journeying With Bonhoeffer
Six week series, beginning the week of 24 February
Various times and locations
Copies of the book $20, available from the Parish Office
Registrations: registrations@sjks.org.au or 8227 1305
A new book of reflections designed as a six-week Lenten series drawn from a series
of Lenten addresses by the Dean of Melbourne, The Very Rev’d Dr Andreas Loewe,
and biographic studies by academic and poet Dr Katherine Firth.
2020 marks the 75th anniversary of Bonheoffer’s martyrdom.

Inst itute
Life & Learning

Allegri’s Miserere
Sung liturgically on Ash Wednesday, 26 February 2020
by The Choir of St James’
6:30pm
The Choir of St James’
Directed by Warren Trevelyan-Jones

ReVisions

Bach

B a rber

reaching new heights of inspiriation

5:00pm, 28 March 2020
St James’ Church, 173 King Street, Sydney
$50/$45 |Bookings: sjks.org.au/shop | 8227 1301

Elgar

Handel

